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for foreign climes. Behind him nobler minds were making their choice.
We all know the kind of history-book which makes that choice an easy one: the frivolous and romantic, the obscurantist and the dupe became Cavaliers; Parliament secured the serious-minded, the public-spirited, all who were alive to the real issue. The truth is, as usual, a little more complicated. A choice that sundered Milton from Juxon, Montrose from Cromwell, is not made without searchings of the soul.
The religious issue was the clearest. A Royalist victory meant the triumph of the ideas embodied in an old man who lay, almost forgotten, in the Tower. It would mean a Church governed by bishops, enforcing order, beauty, and some ceremony in her worship, enjoining charity towards Catholics. The victory of Parliament seemed to mean Presbyterianism (no one foresaw that the Parliamentary army would revolt against it), bitter cruelty to the Papists, a barer, or, as some thought, a nobler form of worship. It might mean more room for spiritual strugglings, more reaching out into the unknown, perhaps a more abundant life.
Politically, all was in confusion. The ancient machinery of co-operation, of sovereignty shared by King and Parliament, had broken down. No one had a real plan for the future, each side was busy blaming the other for the breakdown. Some accused Charles, believing that he had always despised Parliament in his heart, that he had tricked and thwarted its honest intentions, filched from it its ancient powers, Others held Eliot and Hampden and Pym responsible, saw only what was self-seeking in their aims, only the slander and injustice they had used to gain them: they believed the King had tried to satisfy all their reasonable demands and found them insatiable.1
1 Margaret Eure to Sir R. Verney, 20/6/42: " I am in snch a great
rage with the Parliament as nothing -will pacify me, for they promised as
all should be well if my Lord Stafford's head were off, and since then,
there is nothing better." [G. x. 213.]	*

